Pink, gender, and automobile
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Cars are strongly associated with the masculine, while the pink colour is associated with the feminine. By combining these two
elements, pink cars articulate differently with gender ideologies, depending on whether they belong to men or women,
depending on whether they are shown with men or with women. The gender relations signified by the pink cars must indeed be
thought of in their intersectionality with other tie-ins and especially class relations. Through the analysis of several pink car
models and different employment contexts, this is to show how the colour and design of an object also articulate with gender.

Masculinity, pink car, AND extravagance
The story of pink cars does not start with women, but with men. In 1950, American
boxer Sugar Ray Robinson posed in Harlem quarter of New York, in front of one of
his Cadillacs “1950’s series 62 convertible” entirely painted in pink[1]. It will be
imitated by Elvis Presley in 1955[1]. By repainting their cars themselves, they display
their extravagance and opulence[2] and play the incongruity between an eminently
masculine object and a colour already perceived as feminine since the beginning of
the twentieth century[3]. They performed a form of dandyism that plays with the
codes of the gender, and which is allowed because they are part of social elites[4].
These men seem totally immune to any feminisation of pink, which paradoxically
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contributes both to strengthen their virility, while confirming that pink is a feminine
colour.

Pink and the “car for women”
In the aftermath of the WW2 and thanks to feminist struggles, the car market turned
more to women, new car consumers and now allowed to drive[5]. But despite these
advances, if the women are associated with the car, it is always in a perspective of
making them available to men as an object of desire[6][7], as the appearance in 1964
in the American erotic magazine for men Playboy of pictures depicting a “playmate”
Playboy’s “Pink Playmate” 1965 with a Sunbeam Tiger of PMOY

posing with a car painted in “Playmate Pink.”
When women become subjects of the automobile, it is still the colour pink that is
used: the representations of female conductors in audiovisual or video games
productions often make use of pink to distinguish the sex of competitors; when it
comes to the practice of motor racing, it is still pink that is used, as is the case of
Donna Mae Mims, “The Pink Lady.” An effective strategy in terms of visibility but
harmful from a gender ideology point of view, since this comes to essentialize pink
as the colour of the feminine[8]. While the models in other colours do not affect the
gender of the consumers to whom they are addressed, a pink model is
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systematically thought of as feminine, becoming strictly a car for women.
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